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Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

December 2019

The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.
The Better India(TBI) launched
TBI Malayalam in November
2018. TBI also launched the
Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.

 Down to Earth’s special series on desertification garnered
worldwide attention (https://www.downtoearth.org.in/desertified).
This coincided with the Conference of Parties meeting of the UN
Convention to Combat Desertification in New Delhi in September
this year. By far this was the most expansive coverage of
desertification in India with local stories from 10 states. Not only did
DTE articles trigger close to 20 media articles, even the UN Deputy
General Secretary shared DTE’s coverage.

F Workshop:
ainability Goals for
e News Media”

IndiaSpend won the SouthAsia Laadli Media award
for its reporting on gender
sensitivity and gender issues
in October 2018. One of their
reporters also won the Global
Health Reporting Contest for reporting
on maternal and child health in India in
November 2018.
Samachara’s
relentless follow-up
and coverage of the
Kodagu floods was used by the district
administration as critical inputs for its
rehabilitation program during the crisis.

The News Minute’s story
on forced C-Section
deliveries in India won
it ICFJ’s 2018 Global
Health Reporting Contest.
News Minute's story on
transgenders won the SCARF Media
award for mental health reporting for
exploring how "trans-genders are prone to
mental health issues due to social stigma
and the biological upheaval during the
medical gender-affirmation process".
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Asiaville, launched in January
2019, is a multilingual,
multimedia news website
aimed at the youth, with a
focus on innovations in coverage and
presentation. Started by young media
entreprenuer Tuhin Menon and co-founder
Sashi Kumar, a stalwart of Indian
journalism, it enables a critical and
participatory engagement by targeting
the millennial demography. Asiaville’s
presentation through gaming format
tools, alternative endings and immersive
user-interface is aimed at generating
increased user participation and
interactivity. Asiaville is published in
Hindi, Tamil, Malayalam and English.

Down to Earth’s
(DTE) story on the
death of lions in the
Gir National Park led to recruitment of
an increased number of Range Officers
in the sanctuary. DTE’s story on the
Satkosia Tiger-Translocation Project
was presented to the Odisha Chief
Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
process of translocation of Tigers.

 Think Pragati’s podcast series ‘The Seen and the Unseen’
is downloaded around 125,000 times a month. Within the
policy world, the series is looked at as a valuable guide to learn
about India and it is part of the syllabus of a course titled ipsmf.org
“Democracy,
in South Asia”
ubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net
Swara; PratikDevelopment,
Sinha, Alt News;and
NitinConflict
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Additionally,
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 Asiaville
www.asiavillenews.com

Khabar Lahariya’s work was
cited by Splice Media under
the ‘Must-watch’ list for
South Asian newsrooms. It
was also recommended by
Asian Correspondent and International
Journalists’ Network.

 As a direct result of India Development Review’s (IDR)
article on capacity building in the social sector, written by Amit
Chandra and Pritha Venkatachalam, the leadership at many
philanthropies (Omidyar Network, EdelGive Foundation, Nilekani
Philanthropies, Ford Foundation, MSDF, MacArthur Foundation
and Children’s Investment Fund Foundation) are coming together
to form a funders’ collective on capacity building, which will fund
organisations on institution-building activities.

IPSMFnews
Independent and Public Spirited Media Foundation

Left-Right: Shubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The Wire

T

he Foundation organised a
Workshop on Sustainability
for its grantees. The Workshop
turned out to be an effective platform
for knowledge and experience sharing.
Almost all of our grantees attended
the Workshop and spoke on the
sustainability goals that were set for
themselves.
The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
Rajshekhar welcomed participants
and briefly shared some highlights
and successes of Grantees. The
interventions in niche segments
like Law, Environment, Business etc
apart from News, Opinion, Policy
and Governance had led to a very
diverse set of entities supported by
the Foundation. As the opporunities
for online news media in regional
languages was huge, grantees were
encouraged to explore opportunities to
move into this space.
The combined audience reach of
all the grantees put-together was
minuscule in comparison to the reach
that some of the mainstream media
sites commanded. Yet the ‘share of
voice’ that the Foundation’s grantees
command in the media eco-system
is far greater and impactful. The
Foundation was exploring a few
steps to help in the path to grantee
sustenance:
i) Cost reduction – explore possibility
of identifying a common
networking and hosting platform to
achieve economies of scale.
ii) Social Media growth – create a
consulting service for grantees to

maximise on Social Media reach.
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’ The Top 5 grantee sites which
command over 80% of the total
traffic can combine together for
monetisation through a good
media-buying entity.
The Workshop focused on three
broad themes:
1. Widening your audience base with
niche content
2. Importance of creating a
sustainable media company and
3. Sustainability of non-profits.
In addition, a session on ‘Effective
Usage of Social Media for Online News
Ventures’ was conducted by Sejal
Poladia who is Social Media lead at a
technology company.
The leitmotif of each of the sessions
was ‘sustainability’ – ensuring
long-term business stability without
compromising the integrity of their
journalism.
Some key takeaways :
1. The bedrock, towards
creating a sustainable media
entity: Trust and credibility,
well-narrated, deeply reported
independent journalism and
high-level of reader engagement,
building a reputation for news
breaks, creating a liberal
newsroom, being balanced
and letting people see what
is there to see. – (Dhanya
Rajendran-The News Minute,
Seema Singh- The Ken and
Y.P Rajesh-The Print).

 Live History India
www.livehistoryindia.com

Live History India (LHI),
launched in 2017, is a digital
platform that seeks to celebrate Indian history and heritage, basing its content on facts, research
and scholarship. The platform aims to
rediscover and highlight the many facets
of India’s vast history. LHI uses its network of about 750 experts and 150 direct
contributors including academia and
authors. Since its launch, it has gained
significant reach on its website and
social media platforms, with interesting,
researched and well-narrated stories.
It’s recently launched Hindi edition has
garnered particularly high traction.

...continued on Page 2

changes could be a double-edged sword.
News outlets need to understand the
needs of their audience, not be too ambitious
and build a business plan with strong
business-savvy staff early on.
The global crisis in the news media is
driving people and institutions to take
“moonshots” and provide financial support
to news outlets – for instance, James
Deane with the BBC Media Action Lab,
Mark Nelson with US-based Center For
International Media Assistance and Drew
Sullivan with the Organized Crime and
Corruption Reporting Project, Schiffrin
pointed out.
“The business crisis for media means
that we need philanthropic institutions and
even the government to support quality
journalism,” Schiffrin concluded.
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Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

December 2019

The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.

January 2019
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IPSMF Workshop:
“Sustainability Goals for
Online News Media”

News Media & The Role of Independent Media’
The Better India(TBI) launched
TBI Malayalam in November
2018. TBI also launched the
Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.

F Workshop:
Rohini Nilekani, Founder Chairperson, Arghyam, moderated a panel discussion on the role, sustainability
and challenges for
independent media,
ainability
Goals
forwhich followed the IPSMF inauguralTlecture by Anya Schiffrin
Need for Independent
Media
e News
Media”
Khabar Lahariya’s work was
cited by Splice Media under
the ‘Must-watch’ list for
South Asian newsrooms. It
was also recommended by
Asian Correspondent and International
Journalists’ Network.

The session began with each of the panelists
defining the mission that they stood for.
While Seema Singh, Founding Editor, The
Ken, said it was an attempt to bring “old
school magazine journalism” that had disappeared from India, for IndiaSpend’s founder
Govind Ethiraj, the effort was telling stories
around under-reported and foundational
topics like health, education, environment
and gender.

Schiffrin pointed out that there was a global
problem with distrust about the media and
polarisation within it, and the solution was
that if the independent media kept putting out
high-quality, fact-checked journalism, then
the audiences will learn to seek, and respect
the content.

maximise on Social Media reach.
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’ The Top 5 grantee sites which
command over 80% of the total
traffic can combine together for
monetisation through a good
media-buying entity.
The Workshop focused on three
broad themes:
1. Widening your audience base with
niche content
2. Importance of creating a
sustainable media company and
3. Sustainability of non-profits.

Gupta pointed out that one of the ways that
the incumbent puts pressure on the media is
by weaponising the denial of access.

IndiaSpend won the SouthAsia Laadli Media award
for its reporting on gender
sensitivity and gender issues
in October 2018. One of their
reporters also won the Global
Health Reporting Contest for reporting
on maternal and child health in India in
November 2018.

Editorial Director R Jagannathan said that
Swarajya was an attempt to report on the
other entrenched establishments - media,
the judiciary, the bureaucracy. While Swarajya
ubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
wasDisha
more Mullick,
into commentary
whenSiddharth
it began, Varadarajan, The Wire
Pragati;
Khabar Lahariya;
they now do considerable ground reporting,
thanks to the support of IPSMF, he added.

he Foundation organised a
Workshop on Sustainability
for its grantees. The Workshop
turned out to be an effective platform
for knowledge and experience sharing.
Almost all of our grantees attended
the Workshop and spoke on the
sustainability goals that were set for
themselves.
The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
Rajshekhar welcomed participants
and briefly shared some highlights
and successes of Grantees. The
interventions in niche segments
like Law, Environment, Business etc
apart from News, Opinion, Policy
and Governance had led to a very
diverse set of entities supported by
the Foundation. As the opporunities
for online news media in regional
languages was huge, grantees were
encouraged to explore opportunities to
move into this space.
The combined audience reach of
all the grantees put-together was
minuscule in comparison to the reach
that some of the mainstream media
sites commanded. Yet the ‘share of
voice’ that the Foundation’s grantees
command in the media eco-system
is far greater and impactful. The
Foundation was exploring a few
steps to help in the path to grantee
sustenance:
i) Cost reduction – explore possibility
of identifying a common
networking and hosting platform to
achieve economies of scale.
ii) Social Media growth – create a
consulting service for grantees to

after the abrogation of Article 370.

Down to Earth’s
(DTE) story on the
death of lions in the
Gir National Park led to recruitment of
an increased number of Range Officers
in the sanctuary. DTE’s story on the
Satkosia Tiger-Translocation Project
was presented to the Odisha Chief
Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
process of translocation of Tigers.

In addition, a session on ‘Effective
Usage of Social Media for Online News
Ventures’ was conducted by Sejal
Poladia who is Social Media lead at a
technology company.
The leitmotif of each of the sessions
was ‘sustainability’ – ensuring
long-term business stability without
compromising the integrity of their
journalism.

Jagganathan asserted that citizen
journalism (the “Fifth Estate”) had actually democratised the media and the flow of
information and expanded the freedom of the
media. However, Gupta asserted that “citizen
journalism was an abomination” as, like any
other profession, journalism needs skills and
training and should be left to the professional
practitioners.

Samachara’s
relentless follow-up
and coverage of the
Kodagu floods was used by the district
administration as critical inputs for its
rehabilitation program during the crisis.

Varadarajan bemoaned the fact that the
Indian media has lost the power of civilised
conversations and debate. He said that one
attribute of independent media has been
that while the different entities may put out
different points of view it is being done without being shrill and without indulging in a
ipsmf.org
slanging match.

Left-Right: Shubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The Wire

The News Minute’s story
on forced C-Section
deliveries in India won
it ICFJ’s 2018 Global
Health Reporting Contest.
News Minute's story on
transgenders won the SCARF Media
award for mental health reporting for
exploring how "trans-genders are prone to
mental health issues due to social stigma
and the biological upheaval during the
medical gender-affirmation process".

Some key takeaways :
1. The bedrock, towards
creating a sustainable media
entity: Trust and credibility,
well-narrated, deeply reported
independent journalism and
high-level of reader engagement,
building a reputation for news
breaks, creating a liberal
newsroom, being balanced
and letting people see what
is there to see. – (Dhanya
Rajendran-The News Minute,
Seema Singh- The Ken and
Y.P Rajesh-The Print).
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Grantee Awards & Recognition
Legal news portal Live Law
was awarded ‘The Best Online
Legal Research Tool 2018’ at
the India Legal Awards 2018
in December. Live Law was also
shortlisted for the Agami Prize.

IndependentMedia
and PublicFoundation
Spirited Media Foundation
Independent and Public-Spirited

December 2019

The Economic and Political
Weekly turned 50. A film
commissioned by the Weekly
documents its journey to
attaining a global reputation for
excellence in independent scholarship
and critical inquiry. It now occupies a
coveted place in the intellectual history
of independent India.

IPSMFnews
Independent and Public Spirited Media Foundation
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The Better India(TBI) launched
TBI Malayalam in November
2018. TBI also launched the
Innovation Marathon 2018,
in partnership with Atal
Innovation Mission and the NITI Aayog,
receiving over 1,400 applications. TBI’s
campaign in partnership with MG
Motors India won the Drivers of Digital
Awards 2018 prize at Inkspell 2018. This
campaign also bagged a Silver Maddie
in the category ‘Gender Equity’ for
creating content to “communicate gender
sensitivity, inclusiveness, and equitable
nature” in November 2018.
Khabar Lahariya’s work was
cited by Splice Media under
the ‘Must-watch’ list for
South Asian newsrooms. It
was also recommended by
Asian Correspondent and International
Journalists’ Network.
Down to Earth’s
(DTE) story on the
death of lions in the
Gir National Park led to recruitment of
an increased number of Range Officers
in the sanctuary. DTE’s story on the
Satkosia Tiger-Translocation Project
was presented to the Odisha Chief
Minister's office as ‘key learnings’ in the
process of translocation of Tigers.

0

LOCATION

64 %

33%

10

20

IndiaSpend won the SouthAsia Laadli Media award
for its reporting on gender
sensitivity and gender issues
in October 2018. One of their
reporters also won the Global
Health Reporting Contest for reporting
on maternal and child health in India in
November 2018.

3%

ubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick,
Khabar Lahariya; SUBURBAN
Siddharth Varadarajan, The
Wire
URBAN
RURAL

Samachara’s
relentless follow-up
and coverage of the
Kodagu floods was used by the district
administration as critical inputs for its
rehabilitation program during the crisis.
The News Minute’s story
on forced C-Section
deliveries in India won
it ICFJ’s 2018 Global
Health Reporting Contest.
News Minute's story on
transgenders won the SCARF Media
award for mental health reporting for
exploring how "trans-genders are prone to
mental health issues due to social stigma
and the biological upheaval during the
medical gender-affirmation process".

Online News Media”

AGE
6%
8%
9%

Left-Right: Shubhranshu Choudhary, CG Net Swara; Pratik Sinha, Alt News; Nitin Pai, Think
Pragati; Disha Mullick, Khabar Lahariya; Siddharth Varadarajan, The Wire

T

he Foundation organised a
Workshop on Sustainability
for its grantees. The Workshop
turned out to be an effective platform
for knowledge and experience sharing.
Almost all of our grantees attended
the Workshop and spoke on the
sustainability goals that were set for
themselves.
The Foundation’s CEO, Sunil
Rajshekhar welcomed participants
and briefly shared some highlights
and successes of Grantees. The
interventions in niche segments
like Law, Environment, Business etc
apart from News, Opinion, Policy
and Governance had led to a very
diverse set of entities supported by
the Foundation. As the opporunities
for online news media in regional
languages was huge, grantees were
encouraged to explore opportunities to
move into this space.
The combined audience reach of
all the grantees put-together was
minuscule in comparison to the reach
that some of the mainstream media
sites commanded. Yet the ‘share of
voice’ that the Foundation’s grantees
command in the media eco-system
is far greater and impactful. The
Foundation was exploring a few
steps to help in the path to grantee
sustenance:
i) Cost reduction – explore possibility
of identifying a common
networking and hosting platform to
achieve economies of scale.
ii) Social Media growth – create a
consulting service for grantees to
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DEVICES

40

14%

maximise on Social Media reach.
iii) Monetising Audience ‘reach’ The Top 5 grantee sites which
command over 80% of the total
traffic can combine together for
monetisation through a good
media-buying entity.
The Workshop focused on three
broad themes:
1. Widening your audience base with
niche content
2. Importance of creating a
sustainable media company and
3. Sustainability of non-profits.

46%
16%
1%

50

In addition, a session on ‘Effective
Usage of Social Media for Online News
Ventures’ was conducted by Sejal
Poladia who is Social Media lead at a
technology company.
The leitmotif of each of the sessions
was ‘sustainability’ – ensuring
long-term business stability without
compromising the integrity of their
journalism.
Some key takeaways :
1. The bedrock, towards
creating a sustainable media
entity: Trust and credibility,
well-narrated, deeply reported
independent journalism and
high-level of reader engagement,
building a reputation for news
breaks, creating a liberal
newsroom, being balanced
and letting people see what
is there to see. – (Dhanya
Rajendran-The News Minute,
Seema Singh- The Ken and
Y.P Rajesh-The Print).
...continued on Page 2
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FY 2019-20:
India Development Review, Asiaville, Live History India, SC Observer and
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Feminism In India.
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